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Conservation Identifies Concern with the
Setting Lake Dump
A letter has been received from Environment
Officer David Hardisty regarding an
unannounced inspection of the Setting Lake
Waste Disposal Grounds and Waste Water
Treatment Facilities. Overall, our facilities were
found to be performing extremely well, but one
significant concern was identified that requires
attention. Plastic and domestic waste appeared to
be mixed in the burn pile and the signage outside
of the burn pile was covered with bird droppings
making it difficult to read. We have been directed
to ensure 1) all of these types of materials
(domestic waste and burnables) are separated
into two distinct piles and 2) the signage can be
clearly read. The executive will arrange to
replace the signage at the burn pile with a new
sign. Cottagers are encouraged to respect our
dump rules. Dump where indicated, do not bring
refuse from town and take recyclables including
e-waste into town whenever possible. We have
heard of other dumps in the region being closed.
If this were to happen here, cottagers would be
forced to pay a fee at another municipal dump
such as the one at Wabowden.
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NOTES
Lagoon Mowing is scheduled for
Saturday, July 13 at 10:30 a.m.
Bring a lawn mower and/or trimmer.
ANA is no longer providing monthly
financial reports. They are now
issuing quarterly reports.
A big thank you to the 78 cottagers
who attended the AGM, the 50
cottagers who participated in the
Dump Clean Up and the 37
cottagers who attended the Fire
Practice this year.
The Setting Lake Fire Brigade is
receiving a fire truck donated by the
Paint Lake Fire Department. The
Fire Hall is being expanded. Please
watch for calls for help on work
crews over the summer.
Welcome to Pamela Joy who has
replaced Leo Poulin as Cottage
Administrator at ANA in Thompson.
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